MTC SME Reach program

Embed innovation
Who is the MTC Reach program for?
Any business in one or more of these scenarios

1. We need to improve productivity to achieve a cost down of c.25%
2. We need to double capacity
3. We need the capability to take on more complex work
4. We need to (re)design our product for a new process
5. We need to use automation. Where do we start?
6. We want to move into additive or net shape technology. Where do we start?
7. We need a process to make our innovative product market ready
8. We need to set up a new manufacturing facility
9. We have ageing technology. Do we; restore, replace like for like, replace new?

The MTC Reach goal;
‘Help SMEs across UK supply chains use manufacturing technology to raise productivity’

The MTC offers a complimentary review of your operations. This can discover opportunities for cost saving, de-risking and accelerating the introduction of technology and improved processes into your business.

If an SME invests in 5 days of support from the MTC, up to a further 5 days of funded support may be available. If an SME invests in additional support, again matching days may be funded.

To find out more contact: handbook@the-mtc.org
+44 (0) 2476 701 667